The Fellowship of EMU:

Being a university student abroad, particularly in an international environment, leaves a lifetime effect on the people who have experienced it which may change their life direction forever. It gives the students the opportunity to build and develop their networks and make the most important relations of their lives. Considering this fact, Intercontinental Concerts has produced a short movie about this period of life titled as “The Fellowship of EMU”. This film is based on a true story that involves the students mentioned in the lyrics. For producing the lyrics of “The Fellowship of EMU” the students were asked to describe their friends with their most significant characteristic. Such descriptions are then changed into lyrics of the song so that the emotions and feeling of the piece is fresh and natural.

The story: “The Fellowship of EMU” is about smiles and tears, the story of a group of youth from different places who have decided to leave their countries for studying abroad. They go to North Cyprus and meet each other at Eastern Mediterranean University (EMU) and turn to be one another’s best friends. They spend some years of their life in this island together until the moment of graduation, when the time of departure arrives and no one knows when there will be another chance of meeting. They leave the island with all of its beautiful memories but they make a deal, to return and meet again and this is how the story begins …

“The fellowship of EMU” was born to appreciate all of the good memories and moments of friends in Turkish Republic of North Cyprus (TRNC) at EMU where they did their university educations. The wonderful music amazingly supports the concepts of the lyrics and narrates the story.
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